
 

00054538  Hama USB Angle Adapter, plug - socket 

Bent and kinked cables a feature of your home? In some circumstances, such as in tight spaces 

behind the television, it is necessary to bend cables which leads to kinks to connect up electronic 

devices, which can severely impact on the performance of the interconnecting devices and the life 

span of the cable itself. With the fantastic USB Angle Adapter from Hama, kinks and bends will be 

a thing of the past and simple connectivity will be a thing of the present and the future. 

 

Connect up with Hama! 

 

The fantastic USB Angle Adapter from Hama, suitable and tested for USB 2.0, backward 

compatible with USB 1.1, is a fullmotion adapter which has the ability to solve space problems 

behind flat monitors/TVs and prevent kinked cables, whilst producing impressive, high speed data 

transfer rates of up to 480 Mbps. The 180° joint ensure a space-saving installation of the cable 

and the plug which can also be rotated 180°, makes connections from different angles in a 

minimum of space possible. Genuis! What is more, the adapter boasts a gold plated plug with low 

contact resistance so you can wreap the benefits of a continously, secure connection. Enjoy long 

lasting connections today with the brilliant Hama USB Angle Adapter. 

 

- Fullmotion: solves space problems behind flat monitors/TVs and prevents kinked cables 

- High-speed data transfer rates of up to 480 Mbps 

- Gold-plated plug with low contact resistance for secure signal transmission  

- 180° joint for space-saving installation of the cable 

- Plug can be rotated 180°, for connections in a minimum of space 

- Suitable and tested for USB 2.0, backward compatible with USB 1.1 

Connection 1: USB-A Plug 

Connection 2: USB 

Data Transfer: up to 480 Mbit/s 

USB Standard: USB 2.0 

Quality: 3 Stars 

Colour: Black 

 


